
  

  

Overview   

Our Touch Typing Course is a professional typing course that helps you "how to type" in order  

to increase your typing speed and accuracy. It takes very little time to learn to   type, allowing you  

to develop a skill that will help you for a lifetime! Save yourself hours of time and learn to touch  

type.     

    

This course is a one day course designed to increase  your typing speed. You will be  introduced  

to touch typing techniques a nd be tested to assess your words per minute speed at the end of  

the course. Learn how to type correctly in just a few hours using all your fingers. You will soon  

be typing faster than you ever imagined. This course is also accompanied by fun, interactive  

hands - on exercise.   

  

Duration   

1   Day (08:30  -   16:00)   

  

Audience Profile   

Anyone who needs to improve their typing skills.    

  

Pre - requisites   

   Must be computer literate with good working knowledge.   

   To ensure your success in your course, you should have a basic comfort level with digital  

photography. For example, you have used a digital camera and have downloaded  

images to your computer or other storage device.   

  

Course Outline   

Module 1:   Introduction to KAZ   

   Topic A: Getting started   

   Topic B: The keyboard   

  

Module 2:   The   Five Key Phases   

   Topic A: The first key phrase   

   Topic B: The second key phrase   

   Topic C: The third key phrase   

   Topic D: The fourth key phrase   

   Topic E: The fifth key phrase   

  

Module 3:   Words and Sentences   

   Topic A: The first two fingers   

   Topic B: The first, third and fourth fingers   

   Topic C: The third and fourth fingers of the left hand   
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   Topic D: Sentences   

  

Module 4:   Capitalization, Punctuation and Numbers   

   Topic A: Capitalization   

   Topic B: The number row   

   Topic C: Punctuation   

  

Module 5:   The Numeric Keypad   

   Topi c A: Playing with Numbers   

  

Module 6:   Speed and Accuracy   

   Topic A: Improving speed and accuracy   

   Topic B: Speed drills   
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